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LIZZIE BUCKMASTER DOVE’S DUSTY SKY
Lizzie Buckmaster Dove’s new works have left the walls and explode into the room with a determined presence, barely
contained by fragile domes and boxes. They glow with the light of the ocean, and its accompanying skies, beside which
she now dwells. The constructed landscape is liberated and returns to its essence.
Buckmaster Dove’s journeys through the lands and times of her ancestors have led to a rich and generous creative
process. The traveller who knows how to pause – in London often in front of a Victorian wunderkammer or in a walled
garden – she is, in the words of Lucy Lippard, ‘a nomad with a serially monogamous passion for place’.
The dualistic systems of the world limit our spirits and solutions. By transposing selected systems, Buckmaster Dove
promotes an interdependent network, opening up the cultural and physical landscape to a connected future. On first
returning to Australia, her works were preoccupied with a new reading of the past referencing museology practices
and constructed from second hand books, often revealing a ghosting of the pre-colonial landscape. The works in Still
Light belong to a more present and possibly prescient space, and reference contemporary colour ordering codes and
nomenclature.
Now firmly rooted again, she is able to stretch within the work, exploring identity, authenticity and sense of place within a
fractured global context. In Cluster of Ideas the individual works have a deliberate localness, to a particular valley or beach,
but allude to our own familiar. Rebecca Solnit describes a similar convergence as ‘by grounding voice, such thinking
deconstructs authoritative versions, voices, histories; by denying the possibility of a voice that is nowhere, voices begin to
arise everywhere, and the hitherto silenced speak’. In Tide Project, Things to be Forgotten she playfully exposes a hesitant
Englishness where we depend on the physical things we know and trust, with their ageing and lasting – castles, orchards,
lichen, trout and roses, in juxtaposition with an Australianess that seems to expand beyond the interior into an epic and
yet sometimes illusionary scale – dusty sky, fairy dust, solar burst, orange flash, tiger eye and renegade.
The works of Still Light are subliminal propaganda for our times. They hold no easy happiness despite an immediate
prettiness – the more considered, the more alarming the implications of our actions. They do however offer hopeful
reassurance – the precise and assiduous cuts do not dissect but construct, do not bisect but reconnect the other, the lost,
the extinguished – the blade articulating that which we are unable to define.
Buckmaster Dove has established ‘A Room of One’s Own’. By locating her everyday within an open landscape, she has
activated a powerful rhythm with which to roam, think and trust her blade. It is a joy to behold.
Anna Hart, January 2010, London

Silent Gathering 2009
34 x 44.5 cm, book covers, wallpaper
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Cluster of Ideas, Solitude, Essence & Luminance 2010
Various dimensions, hand cut paper cubes & blown glass

from left to right:
Cluster of Ideas, Solitude 2010
approx. 30 x 30 cm, hand cut paper cubes & blown glass

Cluster of Ideas, Transcendence 2010
approx. 26 x 30.5 cm, hand cut paper cubes & blown glass

Cluster of Ideas, Shadow 2010
approx. 26 x 30.5 cm, hand cut paper cubes & blown glass

Cluster of Ideas, Essence 2010
approx. 58.5 x 30.5 cm, hand cut paper cubes & blown glass

from left to right:
Cluster of Ideas, Prescience 2010
approx. 32 x 30.5 cm, hand cut paper cubes & blown glass

Cluster of Ideas, Quintessence 2010
approx. 41 x 30.5 cm, hand cut paper cubes & blown glass

Cluster of Ideas, Luminance 2010
approx. 41 x 30.5 cm, hand cut paper cubes & blown glass

Cluster of Ideas, Transformation 2010
approx. 41 x 30.5 cm, hand cut paper cubes & blown glass

Phases of the Moon, Jan-Feb 2010, Northern hemisphere

TIDE PROJECT, THINGS TO BE FORGOTTEN
A project between London, Barcelona and Coledale, Australia.
The Project
TIde Project, Things to be Forgotten operated for one lunar month beginning with the new moon on January 15 and ending
on February 13, 2010.
Three people in three places, all connected by the tide, collected inorganic detritus – flotsam and jetsam – along a daily
route. Each found object was to reference a circle, thus referencing the cycle of the moon.
Every day, a photograph of the selected object was emailed to me and from these images three silhouettes were cut
through three paint swatch cards. The daily works were posted online http://thetideproject.wordpress.com/
At the end of the lunar month, three sets of works were produced alongside an accompanying fourth.

Background to the Project

Phases of the Moon, Jan-Feb 2010, Southern hemisphere

We are connected with places afar by the tide. I am curious about how our actions are never confined by the moment in
which they occur – in the instance of dropping a piece of rubbish, it is carried by our waterways and in most cases out to
sea, to potentially be washed up on a different shore.
My first son was born in Britain and my second in Spain. In 2009, I travelled back to both these places. Following my first
paint swatch works made in 2008 after a journey to Mexico, I set about locating swatch cards that could be utilised in a
project about identity, connection and place. I found a set of cards in each place and was struck by how the colours spoke
so much of the country of origin. The British colours are demure but deep and subtly graded, the Spanish colours are bold
and strong, and the Australian colours encompass an entire spectrum from pastel to bold.

On ordering the cards
I have not projected an aesthetic judgement of my own upon the order and subsequently the layout of the swatch cards.
They are utilised in the order prescribed by the manufacturer. The number of the card corresponds to the date on which it
was used, i.e. the first card in the series is the number 15 as the date the project began was January 15.
The quarter moons occured on Jan 23 and February 5. The full moon took place on January 30.

Tide Project, Things to be Forgotten, Moon 2010
80 x 82.5 cm, hand cut paint swatch cards

Tide Project, Things to be Forgotten, Moon ii 2010
80 x 82.5 cm, hand cut paint swatch cards

Tide Project, Things to be Forgotten, Britain 2010
76.5 x 78.5 cm, hand cut paint swatch cards

Tide Project, Things to be Forgotten, Britain ii 2010
76.5 x 78.5 cm, hand cut paint swatch cards

Tide Project, Things to be Forgotten, Spain 2010
73.5 x 71.5 cm, hand cut paint swatch cards

Tide Project, Things to be Forgotten, Spain ii 2010
73.5 x 71.5 cm, hand cut paint swatch cards

Tide Project, Things to be Forgotten, Australia 2010
83.5 x 85.5 cm, hand cut paint swatch cards

Tide Project, Things to be Forgotten, Australia ii 2010
83.5 x 85.5 cm, hand cut paint swatch cards

Silent Gathering, Regent Honeyeater 2009
detail, hand cut paper & wallpaper

(from left) Silent Gathering, Bell Miner 2009
28 x 24 cm, hand cut paper & wallpaper

Silent Gathering, Diamond Firetail 2009
25.5 x 24.8 cm, hand cut paper & wallpaper

Silent Gathering, Gang Gang Cockatoo 2009
31 x 28 cm, hand cut paper & wallpaper

Silent Gathering, Regent Honeyeater 2009
25.5 x 27 cm, hand cut paper & wallpaper

Silent Gathering, Wedge-tailed Eagle 2009
33 x 28 cm, hand cut paper & wallpaper

Silent Gathering, Bronze Winged Pigeon 2009
31 x 30 cm, hand cut paper & wallpaper

Silent Gathering, Red Rumped Parrot 2009
33.7 x 27.5 cm, hand cut paper & wallpaper

Silent Gathering, Rainbow Bee Eater 2009
33 x 35 cm, hand cut paper & wallpaper

Solo Exhibitions
2010
2009
2008
1998

Still Light, NG Art Gallery, Sydney
An End To Myth, Flinders Lane Gallery, Melbourne
Into The Woods, NG Art Gallery
Navigate, Sydney

Selected Group Exhibitions
2010
2009

2008

2007

View From Here V, Flinders Lane Gallery
Meroogal Women’s Art Prize, Shoalhaven City Arts Centre, Nowra
Summer Reading, Jen Bekman Gallery, New York
Waiting, NG Art Gallery
20PLUS: The Sum Of Us, Flinders Lane Gallery
… Of Nature, NG Art Gallery
CarriageARTworks, Carriageworks
Salon Summer Show, NG Art Gallery
Treasures, Flinders Lane Gallery
Art Sydney with NG Art Gallery
Food For Thought, NG Art Gallery
The Perfumed Garden, Flinders Lane Gallery
Fragile Planet, NG Art Gallery
Treasures, Flinders Lane Gallery
There Is No Place Like Home, NG Art Gallery

Publications, Media and Reviews
2010
2009

2008

2007

Vogue Living, Art & Events, May/June
Inside Out, Anniversary Art Auction, May/June
http://www.homelife.com.au/blogs/insideout/article/high-tides/
Perfect Paper, Adeline Loh, Page One Publishing
Inside Out, ‘Paper Works’, styled by Lara Hutton, July/August
The Australian Financial Review, ‘What’s On – Sydney’, May
Home Beautiful, ‘Style File’, styled by Stephanie Powell, June
Inside Out, ‘A Weekend With’ by Rachael Mogan, May/June
http://blog.insideout.com.au/2009/04/lizzie-buckmaster-dove.html
Limelight, ‘What’s On – Victoria’, April
Arrivals and Departures, ‘On Arrival – Melbourne’, March
Belle magazine, ‘Right Now – Art’ Edited by Leta Keens, Feb/March
Home Beautiful, ‘Style File’, styled by Stephanie Powell, December
Inside Out, ‘Play On Words’, styled by Vanessa Colyer Tay, September
Sydney Morning Herald, Open Gallery, by Josephine Tovey, May 17
Sydney Morning Herald, Essential, The Source by Melissa Penfold, May 15
The Sun Herald, S, Unwind, compiled by Aparna Khopkar, May 11
Sydney Morning Herald, The Planner, compiled by Kerry Coleman, May 10-11
The Sunday Telegraph, Your Space, March 30
Australian Country Style magazine, ‘Change The Frame’ by Barbara Sweeney, April
http://dailyimprint.blogspot.com/2007/11/burst-of-inspiration-lizzie-buckmaster.html

Lizzie is represented by The City of Sydney, Town Hall Collection and in private collections in the
United Kingdom, the United States, Spain, New Zealand and Australia.
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Tide Project, Things to be Forgotten, flotsam finds; London, Barcelona, Coledale

